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(R4) 15:45 SEDGEFIELD, 2m 3f 65y 

Brian Ellison Racing Club Beginners' Chase (Class 4) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 9/12154- BALLYCRYSTAL (IRE) 234 C 
b g Oscar - Musical Madam

6 11 - 3 Danny Cook
B Ellison

130

Jockey Colours: Light green, dark green chevrons, red sleeves, white and red striped cap
Timeform says: Point/bumper winner who showed fairly useful form over hurdles last term,
winning 2 novice events up to 2¾m. Reportedly bled final 2 starts and interesting where he
figures in the market now chasing.  (Forecast 6.00)

Notes: 

2 66U21U FLYING JACK 50 
b g Rob Roy - Milladella

7 11 - 3t Dale Irving (3)
M A Barnes

90

Jockey Colours: Yellow, black cross belts, hooped sleeves, black cap
Timeform says: Belatedly off the mark when just holding on in 8-runner handicap hurdle at
Hexham (2½m) in August but his previous chasing exploits were largely underwhelming.

 (Forecast 26.00)

Notes: 

3 06P3P5- FRANKIE BALLOU (IRE) 231 
br g Norwich - One Up

8 11 - 3 Sean Quinlan
Miss J E Foster

88

Jockey Colours: Orange, red and orange hooped sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Maiden hurdler in Ireland who has yet to build on the remote promise of his
chasing debut at Catterick (15.6f) in February in 2 subsequent starts. Will be better off back in
low-grade handicaps.  (Forecast 51.00)

Notes: 

4 411323- JUSTFORJAMES (IRE) 221 C 
b g Dr Massini - Over The Road

8 11 - 3 Mr Joe Wright (7)
Micky Hammond

120

Jockey Colours: Dark green, yellow spots on sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Point/bumper winner who was impressive when landing back-to-back C&D
novice hurdles last December. Fair efforts at best thereafter but no surprise to see him make
his mark now chasing.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

5 315104- KALONDRA (IRE) 186 
b g Spadoun - Mystic Vic

6 11 - 3t T Scudamore
N P Mulholland

147

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, yellow stripe, yellow and dark blue striped sleeves, dark blue cap, yellow
star
Timeform says: Made up in to a useful hurdler last term, scoring 4 times prior to
handicapper seemingly having his measure. No reason why he won't make his mark over
fences though, and shortlisted here.  (Forecast 2.38)

Notes: 

6 266466- ROLL OF THUNDER 355 
b g Antonius Pius - Ischia

8 11 - 3 Finian O'Toole (5)
J B Walton

90

Jockey Colours: Gold, red sash, sleeves and cap with gold hoop
Timeform says: Long time since he last tasted success (over hurdles) and record was more
miss than hit last autumn. Others more convincing now tackling larger obstacles for the first
time.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

7 12115-6 DEAUVILLE CRYSTAL (FR) 17 C D 
b f Raven's Pass - Top Crystal

4 10 - 0t Sean Bowen
N J Hawke

130

Jockey Colours: Red, royal blue cross belts, diabolo on sleeves, royal blue cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful 3-time winner over hurdles earlier in the year (at around 2m).
Given a considerate chase introduction at Uttoxeter recently and she may well do better in
due course.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: KALONDRA made great strides over hurdles last term, quickly developing into
a useful performer, and this former pointer looks the way to go now trying his hand over larger
obstacles. Justforjames paid his way over timber last term and is feared, whilst the market should
guide in assessing the chances of Ballycrystal.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: KALONDRA (5) 
2: JUSTFORJAMES (4) 
3: BALLYCRYSTAL (1)


